DATE: June 1, 1997

MACHINE: GRABBER MODEL A
   LS GRABBER
   CLAWS
   SUPER CLAWS
   LS SUPER CLAWS

PRODUCTION DATES: All Serial Numbers

SUBJECT: LEXAN® SHIELD KIT
   (NORDCO P/N 9835 0007)

A Lexan operator’s shield kit has been developed for the NORDCO Claws, Super Claws and Grabber spike pulling machines. This kit consists of a removable steel frame, a removable sheet of Lexan, and mounting brackets which are welded to the machine frame. The Lexan sheet is easily removed from the frame without tools. This makes it easy to replace the sheet if it becomes scratched.

This kit contains all parts, installation drawings and instructions necessary for adding the kit components to your machine.

Single sided machines (Claws and Super Claws) require one kit per machine; double sided machines (Grabber) require two kits per machine. Order NORDCO P/N 9835 0007.

Please contact your NORDCO Representative or NORDCO Parts Sales for prices and availability.

See reverse side of this page for installation requirements.
Installation of this kit requires that working lights (if so equipped) be relocated. It also requires use of the 2855 0089 Spotting Cylinder. Refer to Product Support Bulletin #201 for more information regarding this cylinder.

For your reference, Figure 2 illustrates where you can locate the Cylinder Part Number on the Spotting Cylinder.

The brackets require welding, please remember to disconnect all circuit boards in the logic box BEFORE WELDING or damage to the boards could result.